Budget for project.

Need to make a budget that is not too big but allows me to get the project done.

To do this I will make a set of objectives to complete

1. Supercharger/turbocharger ✔ $200-$1000 components $500-$600
2. Weight reduction
   - Seat change ✔ x Too expensive (can change cover though)
   - Interior weight reduction ✔ Nothing to do
   - Exterior weight reduction ✔ (Outback) FREE
3. Interior Makeover
   - Seats ✔ Change cover
   - Steering wheel ✔ $50-200
   - General clean ✔
   - Fabric and material replacement? ✔
4. Exterior Makeover
   - Paint job ✔ too expensive
   - Remove roof (make it open that at back) ✔ Free
   - Jack it up? ✔ already done
   - Allow it to work with on natural gas? ✔

Max budget $3000
Minimum budget $800